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ABSTRACT
Silicon Photonics is the technological to face the future challenges in data
communications and processing. This technology follows the same paradigm as the
technological revolution of the integrated circuit industry, that is, the miniaturization and the
standardization. One of the most important building blocks in Silicon Photonics is the
microresonator, a circular optical cavity, which enables many different passive and active optical
functions. Here, we will describe the new physics of the intermodal coupling, which occurs when
multi radial mode resonators are coupled to waveguides, and of the optical chaos, which
develops in coupled sequence of resonators. In addition, an application of resonators in the labelfree biosensing will be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic and communication technologies are changing our lives. Global social
interactions, internet, high-yield computer-assisted workflow, rapid diagnosis and personalized
cures are few basic examples of new frontiers opened by this technological progress. These
advances have generated a growing demand of improvement in communication bandwidth and in
computation speed for both consumer products and infrastructure installations.
In the last decade, the rapid diffusion of cloud computing for data storage, entertainment and
social media, significantly contributed to the increasing demand of bandwidth for data
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transmission and computing [1,2,3,4]. One of the most representative examples is the continuous
increase of data traffic in North America that has risen by one order of magnitude in 9 years
(from 103 PB/month in 2007 to 104 PB/month in 2016) with an additional predicted rise to
another order of magnitude in 2020 [5]. The evolution of the optical fiber communication link
has enabled this exponential growth of data traffic. Since their introduction in the early 1960s,
when signal attenuation exceeded 1000 dBkm-1, propagation losses have been constantly
decreased to less than 0.2 dBkm-1 at a wavelength of 1.55 μm [6]. Since the early 1970s, the
system capacity, i.e., the maximum amount of bits sent in one second in a single fiber, has
improved by five orders of magnitude [7]. This has been possible by data multiplexing in
different wavelengths [8], the reduction of the modal birefringence and the efficient tailor of the
chromatic dispersion in fibers.
The transceivers have followed a similar progress. Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI),
which is the continuous size reduction of the electronic and optical components, imply higher
component density and enhanced computing capabilities. This concept is well exemplified by the
famous Moore's law, introduced for the first time in 1965, and which states that the number of
functions per microelectronic chip would double every two years [9]. Miniaturization has been
possible by the huge investments of the semiconductor industry in Integrated Circuit (IC)
facilities, which in turn was motivated by the increasingly demands of the market. VLSI has
been pursued to reduce the device cost by economy of scale. A synergy between different
industries declared the success of VLSI: both equipment manufactures and semiconductor
producers worked together to reach this common goal [10].
During these developments, a severe power problem emerged which questioned the
possibility to follow the Moore's law [11]. The high electrical power density generated in a
single heavily integrated chip limits the operation frequency of a single processing unit to few
GHz. A further increase in frequency will cause the failure of the component due to thermal
issue. Therefore, to increase the computing power the only solution was to introduce multiple
core processors. However, this in turn caused the rise of the so-called interconnect bottleneck:
many cores have to exchange data at a very high pace that settles the ultimate computing speed.
One of the most powerful technology to overcome the interconnect bottleneck is Silicon
Photonics [12, 13, 14]. Silicon Photonics factorize the successes of microelectronics by using
standard silicon processing and of optical communication by using photons to code the
information. In this way, one can merge on the same chip electronic and photonic functionalities,
i.e. computation and communication. Integrated photonic circuits are fabricated by using the
well-developed infrastructures of Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
technology, which allows large scale integration in a cost-effective and monolithic manner.
At first, the basic discrete components have been demonstrated. These included both
passive devices - such as waveguides, splitters, grating couplers and interferometers - and active
ones - like modulators, hybrid lasers and photodetectors. Then, these building blocks have been
connected together, and assembled in integrated circuits to realize more complex functions. As a
last step, photonic devices have been integrated with electronic ones to realize optoelectronic
circuits. The latter has been done by using only a limited number of materials (Silicon, Silicon
Oxide, and other group IV compounds and metals) and the CMOS processing technology [15].
Silicon Photonics is not limited to data and telecom applications. The versatility of the building
blocks has been exploited for applications in security, medical diagnostics [16], lab-on-chip
[17,18], spectrometer-on-a-chip [19], environmental monitoring [20], neural networks [21,22].
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In this paper, we will focus on the most used building block in Si-photonics, the microresonator. We will review our research activity about the coupling of micro-resonators with a bus
waveguide and with other micro-resonators. In particular, we will report on a non-conventional
coupling method, the vertical coupling between a resonator and a waveguide, and on a non-linear
effect obtained through the coupling of several resonators in a chain, and, finally, on an
application of micro-resonators in label-free biosensing.
EXPERIMENTS
The devices used in our experiments were made by Si-based materials. Table I details the
fabrication parameters while Table II summaries the characterization procedure.
Table I: Fabrication details.

Resonator
Coupling method
waveguide/cavity
Cavity material
Waveguide material
Number of cavities
Cavity Radius
Cavity waveguide
height
Bus waveguide
height
Cavity waveguide
width
Bus waveguide
width
Gap
waveguide/cavity
Coupled cavity gap
BOX (buried oxide)
Additional details

VerticalCoupling
Microdisk

Coupled
Cavities
microring

Biosensors

Vertical

in-plane

in-plane

SixNy
SiON
1
20 μm
350 nm

Si
Si
8 (Coupled)
3.5 μm
220 nm

SiON (n=1.6)*
SiON (n=1.6)*
4 (multiplexed)
50 μm
350 nm

250 nm

220 nm

350 nm

-

500 nm

1 μm

400 nm

500 nm

900 nm

700 nm
(vertical)
3 μm
[23]

300 nm
(horizontal)
22 μm
2 μm
[24]

400 nm
(horizontal)
4 μm
[25]

racetrack

(*) The refractive index (n) of the SiON was chosen to be 1.6
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Table II: Characterization procedure
Wavelength
Laser
Light-guiding
Amplification
Detector
Alignment system
Insertion system
Peculiarity

Vertical-Coupling
Around 1550nm
External cavity
Free Space
Large area Ge
Piezo-positioner
Objectives
Mach-Zehnder
interferometer
(Phase measurement)

Coupled Cavities
Around 1550nm
External Cavity
Fiber
EDFA
Fast-Ge
Piezo-positioner
Lensed-fibers

Biosensors
Around 780nm
VCSEL
Fiber
Large area Si
Micro-motor
Lensed-fibers

Oscilloscope
Modulator

Four detectors

[24]

[25]

Additional details
DISCUSSION
Micro-resonators and coupling regimes

The micro-resonators are interesting because of their small mode volume, very high
power density and narrow spectral linewidth. This makes them a unique tool for a wide range of
applications spanning from nonlinear optics and quantum electrodynamics to biosensig [26]. One
of the most employed integrated cavities is the whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators,
which is based on a circular symmetry. The light propagates around the periphery of the cavity
performing round trips and interfering constructively. Light is inserted and extracted from the
resonator by coupling to bus waveguides. This coupling determines the main properties of the
system.
The transmission (T) and phase (θ) at the output of the waveguide can be described by the
following relations [27,28]:
T=

Et 1
α 2 − 2kα cos(ϕ ) + k 2
=
Ei1 1 − −2kα cos(ϕ ) + k 2α 2

 Et1 

 Ei1 

θ = arg

where Eab represents the normalized mode amplitudes entering (a=i) and exiting (a=t) the
waveguide (b=1) or the resonator (b=2, see figure 1); ϕ is the round-trip phase shift
ϕ = 2πneff L / λ , where neff, L and λ are the effective index, the perimeter and wavelength,
respectively; α represents the loss coefficient of the ring ( Ei 2 = αEi 2eiϕ ); and k and t are the
coupling parameters and transmission parameters, respectively (t2+k2=1, assuming a lossless
coupling).
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Figure 1.
1 Sketch of a unidirectio
onal couplin
ng between a single ringg resonator aand a wavegguide.
Eab repreesents the no
ormalized mode
m
amplitu
udes enterinng (a=i) and exiting (a=t) the wavegguide
(b=1) and
d the resonaator (b=2); k and t are th
he coupling parameters; and α is thee ring powerr loss
coefficien
nt. The arrow
ws indicate the
t propagatting directionn.
On
O resonancee (i.e. ϕ = 2π
πm, where m is an integger number), when the inntrinsic lossees are
equal to the coupling
g losses (k = α) the cou
upling regim
me is named critically cooupling, whille for
k>α and k<α it is nam
med under-ccoupled and over-coupleed regime, reespectively. W
While the crritical
coupling regime and
d its parametters (k and α)
α are unequuivocally dettermined by the transmiission
m, since in th
his case it is
i characterized by a vaanishing trannsmission on resonancee (see
spectrum
figure 2aa), the otheer regimes present sim
milar transm
mittance respponse showiing a net ssignal
transmisssion (see fig
gure 2a). Ass a result, neeither the cooupling regiime nor paraameters couuld be
determin
ned by only transmission
n measurem
ments of a siingle resonaance. Howevver, as figurre 2b
shows, th
he under- and
a over-cou
upling regim
mes present different phhase behavior. In particcular,
when thee system is under-couple
u
ed, the phasee shift canceels on resonaance while inn over-couplling a
π-shift is induced on resonance resulting in a 2π total shiift.
he transmittaance and ph
hase measureed on a resoonant mode nnot in the crritical
Figure 2cc-d shows th
coupling regime. In fact, the on-resonancee zero-phasee shift (figuure 2d) illustrates the uundercoupling regime. In
n order to fit
f the expeerimental daata, we have extracted a radius oof the
circulatin
ng mode (R = 24920 nm
m) similar to the nominaal one (250000 nm) by fixxing the resoonant
spectral position
p
in a simple FEM
M (Finite Eleement Methood) simulatiion. The paraameters extrracted
from the data fitting are: k = 0.9
995± 0.002, α = 0.983 ± 0.001 and tthe effectivee refractive inndex,
604 ± 0.003
3. Consequeently, the method
m
that consists inn a simultanneous fit oof the
neff =1.6
transmisssion and of the phase permits to ex
xtract the couupling param
meters, and thus to assees the
coupling regime.
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Figure 2.
2 Computed
d transmissio
on (a) and phase (b) speectra aroundd a resonancee of a microo-ring
resonatorr. The curves correspond
d to differen
nt coupling rregimes obtaained by fixiing the ampllitude
transmisssion factor (α
( ≈ 0.97) and
a varying the couplinng parameterrs (k). (c) annd (d): measured
(broad daata points) and
a simulated
d (narrow lin
ne) transmisssion and phhase spectra of a resonannce of
a micro-rring resonato
or (Table I).
Vertical Coupling and
a Intermo
odal Couplin
ng
The
T micro-resonator and the wavegu
uide are usuually on the same plane. This perm
mits to
define acccurately thee gap betweeen both devices throughh the same llithographic mask. Operration
which is crucial becaause it deterrmines the co
oupling regiime. Anotheer alternativee scheme connsists
on buryin
ng the waveeguide under the resonaator. In this way, the gaap could be controlled aat the
nanometeer level by deposition
d
an
nd etching. In
n addition too relax the coonstraints onn the lithograaphy,
this perm
mits to use diifferent mateerials (such as
a III-V andd Si) for the rresonator annd the wavegguide.
An issue is to keep a perfect plan
narity in thee deposited llayers, durinng the differeent process ssteps.
Chemicaal-mechanicaal planarizatiion could bee used. We ddeveloped ann alternative process baseed on
boron-ph
hosphorous-ssilicate-glasss (BPSG) deeposition, thhermal refloow and etchhing [29,30]]. We
validated
d the method
d by fabricating Silicon Nanocrystal
N
s (Si-nc) ressonators verttically couplled to
SiON waaveguides [31]. Thermally induced optical
o
bistabbility was m
measured wheere the non-llinear
phenomeenon is produ
uced only in
n the absorbiing media o f the resonaator, while thhe contributiion to
the nonlinear measurrements of th
he bus waveguide, whichh is made off high transpparent materiial, is
negligiblle.
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This coupling scheme not only allows to employ several materials but also increase the
degrees of freedom. In fact, the coupling is now determined by two geometrical distances: the
vertical gap tunes the coupling coefficients, while the bus waveguide-to-resonator relative
horizontal position selects the radial mode family to which the light is coupled [32]. This allows
coupling of bus waveguides with high quality factor wedge-resonators, where the modes are
retracted from the external rim [33].
Moreover, the interaction of the micro-resonators and the waveguide is changed from a
single point interaction (characteristic for the in-plane configuration) to an extended coupling
region, called flat zone, which is typical of the vertical coupling [34]. In this last situation, the
coupling geometry could be approximated by a directional coupler where the oscillatory
coupling as a function as the vertical gap [34] or wavelength [35] causes the presence of the
critical, over- and under- coupling regimes in the same micro-resonator.
This peculiarity of the vertical coupling could be employed to realize in a photonic
system a situation which is very similar to Lamb-shift of hydrogen states the in atomic physics.
The intermodal reactive coupling between several radial mode families of a single microresonator mediated by the bus waveguide gives rise to Fano-lineshapes in the transmission
spectrum and to a net resonance shift due to the reactive nature of the established coupling [36].
We have formulated a model for describing this phenomenon, defined by the following equations
[36]:

η 2γ
η 2 γ  aη 
t (ωin ) = 1 − i 2 − i 1 2 1 − 2 
a
δ2
δ 2η1 
δ1 − 
δ2

(

)

(

)

2

rad
i
α1 + η12 γ − η12 Δ
2
rad
i
δ 2 = ωin − ω2b + α 2 + η 22 γ − η 22 Δ
2
γ
rad 
a = iη1η 2  + i Δ 

2
2
2
1 = η1 + η 2

δ1 = ωin − ω1b +

where t represents the transmission amplitude, ω in the incident frequency, ω1b, 2 the resonant
frequencies, α1, 2 the loss coefficients, η1, 2 the relative coupling weights, γ the coupling loss
rad

rad

coefficients, and Δ the reactive radiative coupling coefficient. Notice that Δ indicates a net
shift of the resonances (Lamb-shift) [36]. By measuring both the spectral transmission and the
phase it is possible to fit the two curves by the same set of parameters, thus reducing possible
parameter dependencies and verifying the model. Figure 3 shows the experimental transmission
and phase for a micro-resonator. In this example, two radial families are coupled and a third
radial family is uncoupled. The model considers all these three families, which allows reaching a
high agreement between experiment and theory.
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Figure 3.
3 Measured (broad dataa points) and
d simulated ((narrow linee) transmissiion (a) and pphase
(b) spectrra as a functtion of the in
ncident waveelength.
The
T shape of the phase sp
pectrum reveeals under- aand over-couupling regim
mes for the naarrow
and broad coupled reesonances. The
T relevant parameters extracted frrom the fir aare: η1 =0.97737 ±
0.0001, γ =0.07574 ± 0.00034 THz
T
, α1 = 0.0205
0
± 0..00034 THzz , α 2 = 0.000601 ± 0.0000059
rad

THz and
d Δ =-0.1
1135 ± 0.0
00015 THz where η1 and Δ
coupling and a red-sh
hift optical laamb-shift.

rad

inndicates a w
weak interm
modal

g among ressonances an
nd chaotic response
r
Coupling
Optically
O
indu
uced thermaal and free carrier
c
nonlinnearities in a silicon microring resoonator
have beeen intensely studied. Und
der continuo
ous wave exxcitation, a bbistable regim
me is establlished
by the do
ominant non
nlinearity [37
7]. Optical bistability
b
haas paid highh interest as the phenom
menon
that enab
bles the impllementation of all-opticaal switching,, logical gatees and memories [38, 399]. At
a certain
n input pow
wer, other competing
c
non-linear
n
m
mechanisms could emeerge inducinng an
oscillatorry time resp
ponse [40, 41
1, 42, 43, 44]. We obserrved that thee addition off several couupled
cavities in
i the opticaal system co
ould enrich the
t nonlineaar response, from bistablle or self-puulsing
regimes to
t a chaotic time respon
nse [45]. In particular,
p
thhe intracavitty feedback of optical m
modes
established in a chaain of reson
nators defin
ning a SCIS
SSOR (Side-Coupled Inntegrated Sppaced
Sequencee of Resonaators) config
guration cou
uld providees the necesssary input for the onsset of
chaotic oscillations.
o
In fact, th
he measured
d aperiodic signal
s
(figuree 4a) shows a complete lack of reguularities and thus,
suggests the presencee of chaos. One
O of the distinguishing
d
g features off a chaotic ddynamical syystem
is the hiigh sensitiviity to the in
nitial conditiions (figure 4). Two trrajectories, w
which start from
slightly different
d
inittial condition
ns rapidly, lo
ose correlati on as the syystem evolvees. The sensiitivity
to the initial conditio
ons is proveen as follow
ws: the inputt signal of a given waveelength is sqquare
odulated witth a 2% duty
y cycle. Thee pump swittch-off duraation is nearrly 1ms, whiich is
wave mo
sufficientt to let the SCISSOR
S
to
o relax and thermalize w
with the envvironment. T
The experim
mental
noise (ch
hip temperatture and pum
mp intensity
y fluctuationns) makes thhe initial coonditions sliightly
different every squarre wave edgee front. Figu
ure 4a showss that two periodic sequuences with small
different initial cond
ditions evollve towards two identiccal signals that are again periodicc and
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slightly delayed.
d
Thee case of two
o aperiodic outputs
o
is diffferent: afterr few microsseconds (~300 μs),
the waveeforms comp
pletely lose their similaarity. As shhown in figuure 4b, the cross correllation
between the two aperriodic sequeences vanishees, meaning that the smaall perturbattions of the iinitial
state are modifying th
he evolution
n of the systeem [45].
c
be releevant for thee generationn of random
m data
This observation of chaos in a SCISSOR could
sequencees, both in th
he electrical and
a in the op
ptical domaiin within thee Si-photoniccs frameworrk.

Figure 4.
4 Time evo
olution (a) and
a Cross correlation
c
((b) of two periodic (apperiodic) siggnals,
indicated
d as run 1 and 2, which start from slightly differeent initial conditions.
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Applicattion: Biosen
nsors based on microressonators
The
T last poin
nt of the artticle treats an
a applicatioon of microo-resonators as the label-free
biosensorrs. The integ
grated opticss-based detecction system
m is one of thhe most suitaable technollogies
for lab-o
on-chip appliications for real time deetection of m
molecular innteractions [46] owing tto the
possibilitty of its miniaturizati
m
on, extremee sensitivityy (moleculaar interactioons), robusttness,
reliability
y, and its pottential for multiplexing.
m
In
n the label-frree biosensin
ng approach, the target m
molecule (annalyte) is sellectively capptured
on the su
urface of thee micro-resonator by a bio-recogniti
b
ion agent, im
mmobilized on the surfaace of
the senso
or. The trapp
ped moleculees form a lay
yer that can be directly measured byy quantifyinng the
changes in the effecctive refractiive index off the opticaal mode of a micro-resoonator. Sincce the
resonance wavelength depends on the effeective refracctive index of the modde, a shift inn the
resonant spectral po
osition is dirrectly linked
d to a variaation in the refractive iindex, i.e. to the
detection
n of the targeet molecule [47].
[
Our
O device iss composed by a multip
plexed system
m of 4 micrro-resonatorrs (figure 5): two
have the cladding laayer removed
d and are fu
unctionalizedd for a reduundant measuurement, onne has
ding removed
d but it is no
ot functionalized to meassure the aspeecific responnse and the llast is
the cladd
covered by
b the cladd
ding (i.e. prottected by thee liquid) for reference.
First we asseessed the bu
ulk Sensitiviity (S). Thee spectral shhifts of the resonances were
monitoreed in real-tim
me, while th
he devices were
w
exposeed to glucosse-water soluutions of vaarious
concentraations. The refractive in
ndex of such
h solutions ccan be easilyy measured or estimatedd [48,
49, 50]. For
F nSiON=1.66, the bestt sensitivity was S=82 nnm/RIU (Reefractive Inddex Units) w
with a
very good reproducib
bility (error in
i the order of 1%).

5 (Left) Top
p-view micrroscope imag
ge of the 1xx4 multiplexxed sensor pprototype. (R
Right)
Figure 5.
SEM imaage of the op
pening windo
ow around a micro-resonnator.
Then,
T
the Lim
mit of Detecttion (LOD) was measurred. The LOD
D is definedd as the miniimum
input quaantity that can
c be distin
nguished witth more thann 99% fideliity, and cann be calculatted as
LOD = 3∈/S,
3
where ∈ is the ou
utput uncerttainty, givenn as the stanndard deviaation obtaineed on
repeated measurements of a blaank solution.. From the m
measuremennt on three m
micro-resonaators,
-6
the same value of LO
OD≃3x10 RIU
R was meaasured. Finaally, we perfo
formed sensinng measurem
ments
[48, 50]. After surfaace functionaalization witth DNA-apttamers we fflowed a sollution wheree in a
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DMSO buffer Aflatoxin M1 toxin was diluted. The lowest concentration of Aflatoxin M1 that
we were able to detect was as low as 1.58 nM [50].
CONCLUSIONS
The phase measurements is an interesting tool to distinguish between coupling regimes in
the micro-resonator/bus-waveguide optical system. Additionally, the simultaneous fit of several
resonances in the vertical coupling scheme represents another tool to study the intermodal
coupling mediated by the waveguide, and the optical lamb-shift. The addition of coupled cavities
gives rise to a chaotic signals that could be employed to generate random numbers, for i.e. secure
data transmissions. The resonator-based biological detection system is a platform for a
miniaturized lab-on-a-chip. All of these phenomena/applications have been proved by using
Silicon Photonics, a mass-production enabled and CMOS compatible technology.
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